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ABSTRACT
In the last few years there has been a shift towards an interdisci-
plinary questioning of the urban environment, which has included planning,
architecture, design and the fine arts. Although each discipline has
approached the urban environment with a given set of assumptions based on
its own history, a larger question has seemed to emerge: how can we make
our cities more habitable, more social, more meaningful? Artists have
sought definitions outside their own history including philosophical,
sociological and scientific theories; planners and architects have also
looked towards definitions of the urban environment which have included
theories of perception and cognition. Sculptors are challenging the
assigned role to public institutions, in terms of the work's symbology and
meaning. Planners are questioning the value of their work based upon the
lived perceptions of people on its streets. This shared questioning indi-
cates the possibility of new directions for both environmental design and
environmental art: sculpture, architecture, design; a joint history?
Thesis Supervisor: Muriel Cooper
Title: Associate Professor of Visual Studies
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PREFACE
I began this thesis with a series of essays on public art, intended
for readers who might be unfamiliar with the subject. They are also
intended for other artists, designers, planners and architects concerned
with the quality of art in their cities, and the quality of the public
environment. This thesis is concerned with the attributes of a social
and participatory art, and as such, it is a framework for my own activity
as an artist. It questions the historical precedents for public art, art
patronage systems, and some directions of recent work.
I am indebted to the many artists, some of them mentioned here, who
make this statement strong through their present examples. I especially
thank my former teachers Siah Armajani and Kinji Akagawa in Minneapolis,
MN for their continued support of my activities. I also wish to acknow-
ledge Marcia Tucker at the New Museum in New York City, who in producing
exhibitions such as "Fashion Moda" (1980), and "Bad Painting" (1978), has
helped provide the museum institution with new content. The questions
raised by Kevin Lynch 25 years ago have informed and affected many of the
current attitudes in planning and design. The continued efforts of these
and other individuals have made it possible for me to raise the questions
of my thesis, and point to a future joint effort between the disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis I would like to re-examine the role of public art,
and to introduce a different understanding of the "public". This thesis
is a statement about the need for a more communicable and social art; one
which is capable of engaging a city's people. It's interest is in how an
official and representational art can be replaced with a culturally
diverse and experiential one.
Public art has been traditionally linked to public institutions,
the state and commercial industries. These institutions have for the
most part, determined the symbology of the work and restricted its
interpretations. It is difficult to separate the public monument from
the cause it represents, the public sculpture from the building it
adorns, public art from the individual producer. Public art functions
either to glorify state ideals, official events, or more recently, the
artist personalities who produce the work. The public monuments are
marked by their inability to perform as anything other than illustrative,
decorative, or allegorical statues to historic or personal events. They
stop short of involving individuals with their environment. Only
recently, with the emergence of publically funded arts organizations,
are culturally diverse voices heard. "FASHION MODA", a collaborative
from the South Bronx in New York City, creates an important precedent by
bringing the graffitti, the local and the ethnic into an understanding
of public art. Artists are working to establish a local rather than a
universal base; involving and drawing from their immediate communities,
rather than engaging universal ideals.
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This new direction; the beginning of a local, ethnic and public-
concious art has paralleled a similar development in the applied arts.
"Modernism", representing the transcendant and the ideal in both the
fine and applied arts, is being replaced with a more humanistic and
local understanding of the built environment. Robert Venturi, among
other architects presents the American vernacular of the commercial
strip and suburban development as an important measure of American
values and desires. Venturi insists that the banal, the ordinary, and
the narrative provide a valid model for architecture and urban design.
Kevin Lynch recognizes the critical need for rich and vivid images in
the city environment, which can function to link a personal with a
social identity. In providing a theory of "Good City Form", Lynch has
inspired artists, as well as architects and planners.
Many artists look towards models in the applied arts: architecture,
furniture, graphic, fashion and theatre design to reinvest artistic form
with social meaning. By questioning the usefullness and neccesity of
their work, they search for art's place in individual and social
experience. Artists, in redefining a concept of public art, hope to
redefine its structure, meaning and context. Art is not looking for a
new place in the 'avant-garde', but rather is looking for an aesthetic
of daily life.
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FASHION MODA
WHAT IS FASHION WX MODA MOAA ?
by Joe Lewis
Whether you choose to say Fashion in English, in Chinese " ,
in Spanish MODA, and/or Russian MOAA;. or say part of it i.e.
FASHION MODA, or, if you do a little research and can spit the whole
thing out FASHION WU MODAMOAA, you are, in one form or another,
expressing a concept which people all over the world have worn,
for thousands of years.
It is impossible to tell how old this FASHION ug MODAMOAAis
because its spelling and pronunciation have changed from time to
time, from continent to continent; and once you have been in fashion,
there's little wonder. Furthermore, what really aerates one's
imagination is the fact that the basic elements of fashion reflect
the symbols of human existence so well and with such vitality as to
transverse the established "cultural aesthetic," which is briefly
defined as an invisible item or Ptolemaic system used to elevate
"them," circa the beginning of ism's to the present, above the so-
called Lean Cats.
FASHION ig MODA MOAA provides a sensitive nexus and polylogue
between the multifarious ethnocentric groups that live in and/or
pass through the stressopolis, New York City, via the South Bronx,
an area all to often mistitled, "Criminals Paradise Regained."
Fashion spans the very confines of philosophic guilt, space and time,
technique, right down to this very moment, right here and now, on
earth'
So when one of the neighborhood people comes into Fashion and
asks, "What's this place going to be?" Or when confronted by the
"Seasoned New Yorker" who says, "I think They get it. . . but. . ."
I might lite a cig', scratch my dreadlocks and say, "Take a good
look around and come back next week." That's what FASHION sg MODA
MOAA is all about Bro'.
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS: PUBLIC ART
A public art should speak of the moments,
memories and images that touch a person's relation to
his or her environment. It should enrich the fiber of
those images that produce the "city". Rather than
look inward, it should create a dialogue. 'Culture'
which has been so carefully constructed and guarded
should be dismantled, and replaced by an unofficial
gathering of cultures. Public art should be localized,
not universalized. It should reflect an open and
flexible city which reveals the complexity and singu-
larity of its many parts and peoples. Rather than
freezing the historical moment to make it real, a
public art should replace the glorified representation
of the sculptural monument with the experiential
image, image, object, event. The finality of the
monument is dissolved through change.
Change and diversity
new art. If there is
should also be a cultural
official culture and art
values and perceptions.
should evolve as does
diversity, art is no loi
culture, but many culture
should be the basis for this
a natural dialectic, there
one. The preservation of an
serve to continue outlived
A public art therefore,
its constituents. In its
iger understood through one
s. It should not reinforce
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an official culture, but a spontaneous one. It should
not serve, rather explore the nature of personal
experience.
The public is not a mass, the public is an
individual. It cannot be viewed as an undifferen-
tiated group of people who have determined group
needs. The 'public' in Somerville, MA. is different
than the 'public' in Minneapolis, MN. is different
than the 'public' in New York City. A public is
defined through an individual's intimacy with his or
her environment and each other. 'Through the naming
of this environment, common memories and symbols bind
the group together allowing them to communicate.' 1
Finally, a public art is more than art which is
outdoors, a monument to a cause, or funded by the
state. A public art is more than the biography of its
maker. Both the concept of 'public' and the concept
of 'public art' need a thorough reinvestigation; an
interdisciplinary approach to the built forms that we
live in and through.
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PART ONE: WHAT IS A PUBLIC ART?
To answer the question of what is a public art,
one need but look at the streets to find examples of
19th and 20th century monuments, statues and sculpture
which celebrate literally 'scenes from real life'. To
cast a monument or statue is to cause an event or per-
son to be perpetually remembered, historically promi-
nent and conspicous to posterity. A monument is
'proof' of identity; an icon or effigy. These images
convey cultural and ideological messages; as civic
monuments they instruct and inform their audience.
Sculpture is conceived of as an art of solid form, of
mass, of spatial occupancy.2  Its purpose is to
announce heroic dramas, collective aspirations, and
leadership. It is especially suited to the duties of
the state...the pedestal, so long a permanent fixture
of the sculptural object has only recently begun to
dissapear from sculptural definition.
The question to ask is: what are these 'scenes
from real life'? How do they function, and what
aspects of daily existence do they commemorate? What
sense of time and change do they communicate?
In the 1930's, during the Russian Revolution,
Lenin launched a campaign of 'monumental propaganda' .
In a letter to Lunacharsky, Lenin explains what his
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motives were for the development of a new type of
Russian sculpture:
"You remember that Campanella in his City of the Sun
speaks of Frescos on the walls of his fantastic
socialist city, frescos that were to serve as graphic
lessons in natural science, history...I think that
this is by no means naive, and with certain modifica-
tions could be assimilated by us and realized right
now... I would name what I have in mind by "monumental
propaganda"...in accordance with this, concise but
expressive inscriptions containing the most permanent
radical principles and slogans of Marxism could be
disseminated...Let this just be cement blocks with
inscriptions on them as legible as possible. For the
moment I'm not even thinking in terms of eternity or
permanence...even more important than the inscriptions
I consider monuments; busts or full-length figures,
perhaps bas-reliefs, groups...We should compile a list
of the predecessors of socialism and its theoreticians
and fighters, as well as those luminaries of philo-
sophical thought, science and so forth, which while
not having direct relevance to socialism, were genuine
heroes of culture..." 3
These 'permanent' depictions of real life that
Lenin describes, serve to glorify the functions and
dictums of the state, attempting to engage the public
in collective memory and national pride. Lenin in the
30's coined the term 'social realism' to describe what
he saw as the most democratic and socialistic form of
art. These monuments would inscribe the lessons of the
Russian Revolution in every public square and street,
to insure a 'radical permanency'. These scenes from
real life were not at all scenes from daily life, and
daily struggle, but the commemoration of the scene of
the Russian Revolution, which would be permanently
lodged in daily reality.
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Formally these sculptural objects are representa-
tional, illustrative and pictorial. They describe or
depict national events, causes and personages. They
reinforce an established "culture" and elevate that
culture above the individual. "Culture" is defined
through the state, and an artistic compromise ensues.
The public becomes a mass, a mass of people who are
asked to identify and collectively act (conform). The
sculptural monument, rather than containing daily
reality and perception, serves to symbolize and embody
an ideal. Not only sculpture, but culture is
understood through an anti-dialectical process, a
final and verified history; one which has little to
do with the lived experience of a people. Change is
denied through a bronzed replica of reality. The
'authentic' object is the object which is verified
by the state.
There exists, however, several kinds of public
arts. While we have been accustomed to one kind of
sculptural monument, we are also familiar with a
second type. These take the form of enlarged objects,
figures or abstractions. Most artists in the last 50
years have contributed to a growing decoration of
public streets with inert, often pleasing sculptures.
We recognize them through their names (artistic
personalities): a "Calder", a "Nevelson", a "Moore",
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a "Smith" etc. The problem with these public works is
largely their inception in the studio and transferral
to a public location. They are portable objects,
dislocated. Their connection to a public is super-
ficial, neutralized by a foreign location, a lack
of specificity or purpose. When you enter an artist's
studio and observe the works, they are clearly defined
by their location, connection to craft, etc. Public
sculpture or monuments are commissioned by civic
bodies, architectural or corporate firms to decorate
their public facades, terraces, walkways... Little
attention is paid to structure or context. The effort
of this work is compromised, through the artist and
through the client. These works serve to glorify and
disseminate the artistic personality. The cult of a
"Nevelson" or "Calder" or "Oldenburg" is championed
above any individual or collective interest. Again
the artwork, rather than engaging its public in
collective memory and experience, looks inward, isola-
tes itself, and celebrates the celebrity. "Each pro-
duct is its advertisement."4
If the first type of sculptural monument encoura-
ges an ingenuine or fake collectivity, the second
encourages a fake individuality. Both are
self-serving. In one case, the monuments worship the
star-heroes of the revolution, the war, the state
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ideology, and in doing so reinforce a belief in
collective action. The other promotes a competetive
"star-system" for the celebrity-artist; it fosters a
belief in the myth of the individual over society.
Art then takes on the meaning of a game or sport whose
participants have something to win or lose, determined
by an outside cultural industry. This is another form
of social control, where there are slight variations
in an overall conformity.
Finally these public monuments are marked by their
inability to perform as anything other than
illustrative, decorative or allegorical statues of
historical or personal events. Their scale is large,
modelled to neighboring buildings or open space.
Their materials, industrial and durable. Their forms
blown up from small-scale models. They are recreations
in the round, often on pedestals. A space is cleared
in parks, terraces, courtyards or plazas. They fit in
and occupy space. They are inert. Such spaces are
always pruned and immaculate, usually emulating museum
or gallery space. "They are finished landscapes for
finished art."5 As such, they do not begin to touch
the complexity involved in individual response to an
environment.
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" LIKE IT OR NOT, HISTORY IS THE FUNCTION OF ANY ONE
OF US- IT IS IN THIS SENSE TODAY, THAT ONE HAS TO
REGARD HISTORY NOT AT ALL AS 1) THE EVENTS OF THE
PAST, 2) AS A "FATE" (MUSSOLINI CRYING, WHEN THE
TROUPS HIT ANZIO "HISTORY HAS US BY THE THROAT" OR 3)
THAT WE ARE MAKING IT, THAT HORRIBLE FALLACY OF THE
PRESENT THAT SPEWS ITSELF OUT ALL RADIOS NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES MOUTH, AS THOUGH IT WERE A DAMN FIRE
SPITTING DRAGON.
IT IS LITERALLY A FUNCTION THAT ONE CAN TAKE QUIETLY
AND USEFULLY- - 6
Beginning with the 1960's, a public art began to
emerge which embraced the 'experiential', and
understood history not as a written declaration of
deeds and events, but rather as a function in the
individual, through memory and experience. This work
asks an open-ended question: how do we perceive, what
are the formal, hence cultural properties of the
materials we use, is it possible to perceive without
preconceptions? Art was understood as being intrin-
sically political and therefore inseparable from its
context. The art of the 60's and 70's rejected the
emotionality and individualism of Abstract Expression-
ism, and sought instead to establish an art based on
the experiential, the contextual, the dialectical. It
was rational, idea-based and cut off from craft. It
abandoned the museum and gallery as single context for
exhibition, and instead located in urban, rural and
industrial sites. Its materials were clearly not
descriptive or decorative as earlier public sculpture;
its content not allegorical or monumental.
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Landscapes and parks ceased to function as backdrop or
still-life for the sculptural object. Architecture,
furniture and design became vehicles for artists to
express ideas that could not be contained within the
traditional catagories of painting and sculpture. A
dialogue was attempted through the individual and
his/her environment. Nothing was taken for granted.
In other words, this public work redefined both the
understanding of "public" and the understanding of
"art".
If earlier monumental sculpture was marked by its
uniformity of scale, subject matter and intent,
recent public work is characterized by its diversity.
If earlier public sculpture illustrated official
events in order to make them real (to glorify state
ideals); new public work intentionally politicizes its
context, denies institutional symbology, and is
directed towards the individual. It emphasizes the
meaning of an environment through the experience of
its participants. If a principle of monumental sculp-
ture was its advertisement of a system, recent work
denies that system.
Although the diversity of recent work might be
characterized as chaotic, lacking cohesion and
quality, such diversity actively challenges a central-
ized understanding and definition of culture. Work in
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different mediums and contexts exists side by side,
and is produced by many cultures. Rather than being
disseminated solely through the gallery or museum, it
is multiplied in print, performance, on streets. An
official and standardized "culture" is replaced by a
spontaneous one. In politicizing the context of art,
this public work actively challenges an official cul-
ture, and redefines the aim of public work.
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PART 2: STATEMENTS ON ARTISTS AND BY ARTISTS
The work of several artists in the 60' s and 70' s
stands out because of its committment towards a redef-
inition of sculpture through juxtaposing its formal
concerns with those of the applied arts: architec-
ture, furniture, theatre design etc. These artists
gave up a strict formalist interpretation of their
work, in exchange for forms which might draw out new
understandings and better communication with their
public. Sculpture in the round, seen in galleries and
terraces was reviewed and discarded in favor of a more
direct, social and spontaneous form and context: city
streets, rural and industrial sites, temporary instal-
lations.
The work of Alice Aycock, Scott Burton, Richard
Serra, Robert Smithson and Robert Irwin offers some
insight into the diversity of sculptural concerns and
context. Alice Aycock creates mythological struc-
tures, accompanied by verse or songs, in urban and
rural locations. Scott Burton creates still-life per-
formances with furniture, "bronzes" or casts in cold-
rolled steel 'imitation' chairs, rustic camp-tables,
desk-chair sets. Burton is specifically interested in
the re-integration of the fine and the applied arts.
He would like his work mass-produced, and reintegrated
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into home use. Richard Serra builds large free-
standing steel structures, which rust and stand graf-
fitied on city streets. Smithson, interested in
"entropy", seeks a non-idealistic view of nature and
art. He chose abandoned or decaying sites for his
work, and included the work's own degeneration as
parts of its cycle. Robert Irwin creates work 'in
response', and is interested in the 'experiential',
rather than preconceived understandings of the art
object.
Together, these artists represent a diversity of
current sculptural concerns. They are actively
challenging the public's and their own presumptions.
22
PROJECT ENTITLED "A precarious Method for Attacking an Enemy Fortress"
Derived in part from the Heron of Byzantium's Treatises
on war machines and geodesy and the Wright Brothers famous
London Gallows experiment, 1978
23
ALICE AYCOCK AS STORYTELLER
"...so then, yours is truly a journey through memory!
Perhaps all that is left of the world is a wasteland
covered with rubbish heaps, and the hanging garden of
the Great Khan's palace. It is our eyelids that
separate them, but we cannot know which is inside and
which outside... memories images, once fixed in
words, are erased.7
Kublai Khan's desire to comprehend the rational order
of his kingdom (the universe) was a desire to possess
that kingdom. In his conversations with Marco Polo he
learns that all the cities are one, and that perhaps
the empire was nothing but 'a zodiac of the mind's
phantasms.'
Alice Aycock asks us to suspend our disbelief, and
imagine that history is not rational, but rather a
deeply emotional and irrational place, understood
through a personal, subjective memory. Her sculpture
is preoccupied with the unconscious, with coincidence,
loss of order and organization; it is characterized by
disorientation and contradiction. Medieval walled
towns, roman amphitheatres, Egyptian shanty towns,
rural American Architecture dominate Aycock's
structures, where stairs and ladders lead nowhere,
windows look inward, and entrances end at windows.
The project called "Studies for a Town" implies a
human presence but can only be occupied by memory and
imagination (it cannot be entered). The project
entitled "A Shanty Town which has Lunatic Charm That
is Quite Engaging" or rather "A Shanty Town inhabited
24
PROJECT ENTITLED "On the Eve of the
Industrial Revolution- A City engaged
in the Production of False Miracles"
featuring:
A Structure Called "An explanation -WHAT IS THE GENERATING STORY
for the Rainbow" BEHIND THESE STRUCTURES?
The Rabbit Story House
The Treadmill
A structure Called "The Ups and Downs"
or "Hanging and Oscillating" and more
1978. Wood
Executed for Cranbrook Academy of Art
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Five structures were built in a wooded
area across from the Jonah Pool at the
end of Academy Way. These structures
were located in terms of the existing
system of "labyrinthian" paths which
have been worn by people walking through
the woods. The structures were designed
as a complex.
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by Two Lunatics Whose Charms are Quite Engaging"
includes doors which are false or locked, streets
which simply end, paths which appear worn by people
walking. Underground, the 'shanties' are connected by
rows of tunnels, many of which are dead-end. Aycock's
work, which is full of this kind of historical or
allegorical allusion understands the world not through
a logical/rational order where time is linear, but
through a world made by a personal order, where time
is elastic and curved, without beginning or end. She
insists on the oral history or folk legend rather than
'written history'.
THE PLAN OF THE CITY. The city has been generated by
five people who loved one another. They wore the
paths, that is the outline of the walls as they moved
each in turn from one to the other. When they
realized what they had done, they tried in turn to
draw the pattern that they had made, that is, to
construct a city in which the "measurements of space"
developed out of the "events of the past". And so
there were five separate plans, each superimposed on
the other. In some places one plan obliterated the
other, in many places the plan changes while the city
was under construction. For instance, the day after
he finished his plan, Ulysse gave Michel-Ange a rub-
down in the men's room in a suburb of La Paz.
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PROJECT ENTITLED: "The Angels Continue Turning the Wheels of the
Universe Despite Their Ugly Souls: Part 1"
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THE ACTION. Most of the action is a secret. However,
they did squabble about who did what, where and when.
There were erasures of each other's drawings, and
some old grievances were relived, like the time Venus
was abandoned by Ulysse at a dance party in Bloom-
field, Indiana, or the time Venus begged Cleopatre to
come to Sarajevo and when Cleopatre finally arrived
having paid an excess baggage charge...But never mind
about that. Basically the walls are red herrings.
THE THEME SONG. Don't know much about the Middle Ages
Look at pictures and I turn the pages
Don't know much about no Rise and Fall
Don't know nothing about nothing at all
But I do know if you loved me
What a wonderful, wonderful, wonderful
world this would be. 8
Aycock's anectdotes, titles and descriptive texts
again reinforce the idea that rationality is synono-
mous with a desire for possession (memories images
once fixed in words are erased) and that history is
irrational. The "City of Walls" was engineered by
love, inscribed by the memory of that love partially
obscured and erased), each plan superimposed on the
other. As is characteristic with oral discourse, the
past is constantly relived in the present: Rome in
Baha, California, Venus in Bloomfield, Indiana,
Cleopatra with Dick Tracy. The walls of this city
are "red herrings".
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PROJECT ENTITLED "The Beginnings of a Complex...":
For Documenta
1977. Wood and concrete
Executed for "Documenta", Kassel, Germany
Wall Facade: 40' long; 8',12',16',20',24', high
respectively
Square Tower: 24'high x 8' square
Tall Tower Group: 32' high
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Listening to these stories demands a 'willing
suspension of disbelief within the parameters the
narrator provides.'9 This narrator is female, and her
work is directly and emphatically about that female
perception. Aycock defies what she sees as the falla-
cies of western rational order, and replaces it with
an oral, folk-lore tradition. Aycock stands out
among the many sculptors using architecture as a
subject/method, in her insistence on irrationality,
contradiction and emotion. An epic is an oral inscrip-
tion of geneology, spoken or sung by the individual,
acheiving a social memory through the individual. 1 0
Aycock's work functions as a kind of epic.
" On the day that I know all the emblems", Kublai
asked Marco, "shall I be able to possess my empire at
last?" And the Venetian answered: "Sire, I do not
believe it. On that day you will become an emblem
among embl ems ." 11
30
AChair, Bronze Replica Series, 1975
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SCOTT BURTON
Donald Judd coined the term "specific objects"
(1965) to describe a new kind of work which was
neither painting or sculpture; work which was not
descriptive, compositional or anthropomorphic, but
rather a single and explicit image in which all the
parts and the whole are co-extensive. Judd was
speaking of a developing work which contained ideas
and content impossible to fit into the categories of
painting and sculpture. Burton calls his own work
"independent specific objects."
Scott Burton, an artist emerging in the 60's from
performance art, has developed a syntax, using pre-
cisely crafted chairs, tables and ensembles, often
reproduced from vernacular, mass-produced styles.
Burton takes on the role of "impersonator of design", 1 2
to transform the reductivist tendencies of minimilist
art, into a socially reflective one. His work is
populist in intent, but definitely not 'homemade'.
His surfaces and craftsmanship are immaculate, his
images clean and entire. He isolates our household/
family objects and gives them all the specificity and
identity of their owners. They are furniture, but do
not blend into a setting. Like a person, they create
their own space. They dislodge our familiar and repet-
itive understanding of furniture with an unfamiliarity
which furnishes our memory and experience with contra-
dictory signals. We are forced again to 'experience'
a chair or table.
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RUSTIC TABLE, Bronze Replica
Series, 1978
Cast Bronze
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Burton's performance pieces of the 60's and 70's
(eg. Iowa Furniture Landscape) include tables, chairs
and sofas in forest clearings the size of rooms and
recorded in photographs. They bring to mind the
American act of clearing the forest, of clearing
nature in order to make room for the comfortable house
or dwelling. As a culture, the act of tearing down
and taming the wilderness is integrally tied to our
identity and concept of freedom. This is a central
metaphor of Burton's work.
The bronzing of the cheapest kind of fake Queen
Ann mass-produced chair, or the bronzing of a rustic
camp-table is an authentication/ enunciation of what
those objects embody or represent. The desk and
chair sets which are reproduced and cast in cold-
rolled steel, also begin to immortalize a simple,
human activity. In both his furniture objects and
performance, Burton's works reveal in their veneers,
structures and positioning the peculiar psychology of
our everyday and familiar world. A desk, chair or
sofa all speak of both a cultural and personal
psychology. He points out that the arrangement and
rearrangement of these objects is not a casual cir-
cumstance but dictated by specific needs and desires.
Burton is not interested in a 'crafted' or 'folk'
design, but rather imitates "style" in order to
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crystallize the image, the materiality and psychology
of the object. His is an aesthetic of everyday life.
Burton's work reveals many metaphors concerning
American experience. His vehicle is the clarity of
richness of the image:
" The image is the product of both immediate sen-
sation and the memory of past experience, and is used
to interpret information and guide action...and as an
organizer of belief, or activity or knowledge." 1 3
Chair, 1979 (four of six chairs from one set in an edition
of three sets)
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ROBERT SMITHSON
"One's mind and earth are in a constant state of
erosion, mental rivers wear away abstract banks, brain
waves undermine cliffs of thought, ideas decompose
into stones of unknowing, and conceptual crystalliza-
tions break apart into deposits of gritty reason.
Vast moving faculties occur in this geological miasma,
and they move in the most physical way."
In Smithson's statement, geology parallels con-
ciousness, and man is part of a vast continuum of
nature, which erodes and changes in time. Smithson's
fascination with anthropomorphism and entropy, as well
as what he terms the 'dialectic' of nature led him to
a radically American position as an artist of the 60's
and 70's. Smithson rejected studio involvement, and
the connection to craft which accompanies it. He
questioned the portable object, which, removed from
its place of inception, loses its meaning, its
' charge' , becoming disengaged from the outside world.
This detachment in space and time creates a frozen
object which has little to do with lived experience.
His belief in 'experience' and the temporality of art
directed him to work on-site, often with locations
which were physically marred by time: dead seas, sand
quarries, sites disrupted by industry, urbanization
and natural disaster. The RECLAMATION of unusable
land for art, was an effort to create a landscape of
meaning, as Fredrick Law Olmstead's reclamation of
land for Central Park:
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"Olmstead's parks exist before they are finished,
which means in fact they are never finished; they
remain carriers of the unexpected and of contradiction
on all levels of human activity, be it social, politi-
cal or natural." 1 5
In this way an equilibrium in nature is formed through
a dialectic of disintegration and regrowth (entropy).
The objectification of nature is uninformed by the
terror, solitude and destruction which accompanies
growth. Smithson's interest in decaying sites was to
find a site free of scenic meanings relating to iso-
lated and idealistic notions of the 'beautiful' and the
'sublime'.
"I am for an art which takes into account the direct
effect of the elements as they exist from day to day
apart from representation. Objects in a park suggest
static repose rather than any ongoing dialectic.
Parks are finished landscapes for finished art. A
park carries the values of the final, the absolute,
the sacred. Dialectics has nothing to do with such
things...Parks are idealizations of nature, but nature
in fact is not a condition of the ideal. Nature does
not proceed in a straight line, it is rather a
sprawling development. Nature is never finished.
When a finished work of 20th century sculpture is
placed in an 18th century garden, it is absorbed by
the ideal representation of the past thus reinforcing
political and social values that are no longer with
us. Many parks and gardens are recreations of the
lost paradise of Eden, and not the dialectical sites
of the present. Parks and gardens are pictorial in
their origin-landscapes created with natural materials
rather than paint. The scenic ideals that surround
even our national parks are carriors of nostalgia for
heavenly bliss and eternal calmness." 1 6
Many of Smithson's earth projects include nego-
tiations with strip mining companies, architects,
engineers and consultants. His sites included lakes,
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oceans, quarries, deserts and airports. Smithson
bought stock in several of the organizations that he
was involved with. His involvement extended beyond
his 'products' towards an intended connection with
society. He condemned the view of art which
encouraged isolation, neutrality and separation from
the world; an art on an eternal plane, the withdrawal
of the artist into "spiritualism, esoterism and
mystification". Smithson was critical of the scope of
art, and the institutions which supported it:
"Museums, like jails and asylums, have wards and
cells, in other words, neutral rooms called galleries
...critics by focusing on the 'art object' deprive the
artist of any existence in the world of both mind and
matter. The mental process of the artist that takes
place in time is disowned, so that a commodity value
can be maintained by a system independent of the
artist."1 7
Smithson regarded the 'object' as a denial of
actual experience and a dialectic (which occurs in
time). Art's value is then reduced to that of a
commodity, whose signifigance is manipulated by the
advertiser, not producer. Art therefore limits itself
by allowing the gallery to classify, embellish and
select; both the studio and the gallery are specific
architectural situations which have little to do with
experience in the real world. Smithson sought an art
which would be understood outside of any art context,
one which would bring us to our primordial beginnings.
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fUASI INFINITIES AND THE WANING OF SPACE
raohs, but in this case the anthropomorphic measure is
absent. Nothing is incarnated into nothing. Human decay
is nowhere in evidence.
The isolated systems Samaras'126 has devised irradiate
a malignant splendor. Clusters of pins cover vile organs
of an untraceable origin. His objects are infused with
menace and melancholy. A lingering Narcissism 27 1 may be
found in some of his "treasures." He has made "models"
of tombs and monuments that combine the "times" of
ancient Egypt with the most disposable futures of science
fiction.12 1)
TIME AND HISTORY AS OBJECTS
At the turn of the century a group of colorful French
artists banded together in order to get the jump on the
bourgeois notion of progress. This bohemian brand of
progress gradually developed into what is sometimes
called the avant-garde. Both these notions of duration
are no longer absolute modes of "time" for artists. The
avant-garde, like progress, is based on an ideological con-
sciousness of time. Time as ideology has produced many
uncertain "art histories" with the help of the mass-media.
Art histories may be measured in time by books (years),
by magazines (months), by newspapers (weeks and days),
by radio and TV (days and hours). And at the gallery
proper-instants! Time is brought to a condition that
breaks down into "abstract-objects"29 )." The isolated time
of the avant-garde has produced its own unavailable his-
tory or entropy.
Consider the avant-garde as Achilles and progress as
the Tortoise in a race that would follow Zeno's second
paradox of "infinite regress'30)." This non-Aristotelian
logic defies the formal deductive system and says that
"movement is impossible." Let us paraphrase Jorge Luis
Borges' description of that paradox. (See Avatars of the
Tortoise): The avant-garde goes ten times faster than
progress, and gives progress a headstart of ten meters.
The avant-garde goes those ten meters, progress one; the
avant-garde completes that meter, progress goes a deci-
meter; the avant-garde goes that decimeter, progress goes
a centimeter; the avant-garde goes that centimeter, prog-
ress, a millimeter; the avant-garde, the millimeter, prog-
ress a tenth of a millimeter; and so on to infinity without
progress ever being overtaken by the avant-garde. The
problem may be reduced to this series:
10 + 1 + 1/10 + 1/100+ 1/1000 + 1/10,000 +:::
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"Chemically speaking, our blood is analogous in com-
position to the primordial seas. Following the spiral
steps we return to our origins, back to some pulpy
protoplasm, a floating eye adrift an antediluvian
ocean..." 18
THE MUD POOL PROJECT
1. Dig up 100 sq. ft. of earth with a pitch fork
2. Get a local fire department to fill the well
with water
3. The area will be finished when it turns to mud
4. Let it dry under the sun until it turns to clay
5. Repeat the process at will 19
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RICHARD SERRA
Serra places man in the center of the world. He
believes in a cultural dialectic of work and time
where man is the measure. Serra's sculpture is about
the meaning of work whose products contain and are
constructed from lived experience. His sculpture is
built of man-made steel in urban landscapes. His
films, process, urban and landscape sculptrue are both
psychological and pragmatic where the individual ex-
periences the work through his own memory and physi-
cality. The work is not static; both the materials
(steel) and the context (city) change in time as does
the individual moving through the work.
"t The piece that I am building now (Sight Point
72-75) is about standing in the center. The center
are spaces. So I am interested in centering, the
positioning of a vertical axis. Your body is
defining the center by where you have to move to
understand it. When not only the centering of the
place of work but the centering of yourself in that
place becomes the condition of the work-to hold you in
a position of being able to perceive the entirety of
the structure by locating yourself at the core. "20
Serra is constructing, not arranging. His
deliberate structuring and ordering reject sculptural
pictorialism and allusion. The medium (line, steel,
film) is the carrier of meaning. The work has no
"romantic, historical, architectural, aesthetic or
picturesque pretensions, no commerical or symbolic
45
ST, JOHN' S ROTARY ARC
New York City, Rotary at Holland
Tunnel exit.
Cor-Ten steel, 200' x 12' x 2 "
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Serra makes the clear distinction
between the opticality of Irwin, Bell, Turrel and
Nauman and the physicality of his own work. His own
work does not enhance or frame a location, but creates
a definite 'place'. Its experience is not illusive
and immaterial, but extremely tangible, man-made and
understandable.
" I think that if a work is substantial, in terms of
its context, then it does not embellish, decorate or
point to specific buildings, nor does it add to a
syntax that already exists. I think the sculpture,
if it has any potential at all, has the potential to
create its own place and space, and to work in contra-
diction to the spaces and places where it is created
in this sense. I am interested in work where the
artist is the maker of an "anti-environment" which
takes its own place and makes its own situation, or
divides and declares its own area...I am interested
in a sculpture which is non-utilitarian, non-
functional... any use is a mis-use. I am not
interested in sculpture which conventionalizes
metaphors of content or assimilates architectonic
spiritual sculptures, for there is no socially shared
metaphysic."2 2
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references."21
ROBERT IRWIN
In 1970 Robert Irwin left his studio, and decided
to go anywhere, anytime, in response. In his ten
years as a painter, he questioned his work until he
understood that the frame of his painting was a con-
tainer (perceptual, hence cultural) which defined how
and what he saw and experienced. The frame of the
painting was not 'neutral' nor was any naive
experience, possible; in fact this frame would shape
the questions and hold the answers; the boundaries
were set. For art to encompass other subjects and
experience, it would first have to abandon its
clothing.
" Furthurmore, there is probably no such thing as a
naive perception of the world. As noted earlier, we
do not begin at the beginning of such matters but
already somewhere in the middle. F.E. Conceive in
your mind the idea of a straight line (which has
limited actuality in nature). In extended time, con-
sider our 'straight line' as the basis for a com-
pounded abstraction known as Euclidean geometry.
Again in extended time, consider the world developed
and structured in line with our concept i.e. grid to
city; frame to plane to painting, point to point as a
way of procedure through life. Now place yourself in
the middle of this milieu as the actual (physical)
frame of your experiential reference, your reality,
and ask yourself "What can I know". "23
Irwin decided to give up a dialogue within the
boundaries of his painting, and set out to respond to
the complexities of phenomena and perception. In the
wall, scrim, tape and plexiglass installations of the
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next ten years, Irwin reveals the museum container;
creating a highly optical and immaterial environment
exposing the underlying grids of architectural and
urban spaces. Suprise and anticipation are important
qualities of these pieces; they rely on the active
presumptions of their viewers.
In a catalogue for a 1977 Whitney Retrospective
called "Notes for a Model" Robert Irwin shows how
sense perception is transformed into formalism. The
model is as follows:
Perception (pure re-presentation) of tactile data
Conception (to organize and attempt to understand) per-
ception
Form (to give form/symbol/act) the individual's private
vs. his social being: commune-communicate-community
Formful (written language, memory, history) standards
based on objective criterion.
Formal (separation of object and subject) form as
separate from content, self, and the world/logic and
reason.
Formalism strict adherence to, or dependence on
prescribed or established forms. Formalism again com-
prehends and expresses the nature of things.
The impact of Irwin's work is its insistence on
experience as an active state, rather than a passive
contemplation of an art object.
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PART THREE: PUBLIC FUNDING FOR THE ARTS
" As a general practise, Americans develop concepts
only in response to immediate and identifiable needs.
It was fortunate that a concept of the role of govern-
ment in relation to the arts had been conceived by a
wise man in response to the immediate needs of a great
arts institution. The Metropolitan Opera Association
was involved in a wage dispute in late 1960...",24
Short of other precedents, support for the arts in
America resided in charitable private patronage. The
standards of excellence and conditions of support were
formulated by the wealthiest and most exclusive mem-
bers of our society, who organized cultural activi-
ties, set the standards, and sponsored institutions
and individual artists. Museums, galleries, salons,
mansions and private collections have historically
housed most art. 'Standards of Excellence' carefully
omitted the work of women, ethnic minorities and other
work of poor taste, and have continued unchallenged
into the last two decades. Our 'neutral' containers
claim to offer these works, generously and unbiased to
a larger American public. Public support for the arts
is still frozen at 2% of the population. Art is
viewed by its public as a leisure activity, discon-
nected from their lives. 'De Toqueville noted that
even for a cultured minority, the arts had become
nothing more than a transient if neccesary recreation
from the serious labors of life.'25 Only recently, due
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to economic conditions and tax laws, when private
patronage could no longer support the rising costs of
public arts institutions, did the shift from private
to public patronage occur.
The Manchester Guardian of November 30, 1977
stated that the Arts Council "is a village post around
which a new town has grown. It was designed for a
kind of do-gooding ...when the government controlled
only 45% of the National Income. Now the government
controls more than 60% of the National Income; it has
to compensate the arts for the loss of income from
other sources..."026
" Mr. Rockefeller, in 1956 made a speech to a group of
business people, where he indicated to them that the arts
were in jeopardy; no longer were there people like
Mrs .. .Be lmont , or Mr. Auto Chan, who could underwrite the
entire deficit of the Metropolitan Opera. The tax struc-
tures in this country preclude this kind of activity, and
so he said it is up to the business community today, to
look at the arts as something in which he must get
involved, because the arts are in jeopardy and need help.
Corporations are now, he said, the seat of money and the
seat of power. So he suggested that perhaps a group of
businessmen could sponsor such an activity, which they
did in 1967, and the Business Committee for the Arts was
formed."2 7
The Arts Council movement began shortly after WW2
as a response to keep symphonic music alive during the
period of the war. The British Arts Council was the
' grandmother' of the Arts Council Movement. "The
Agencies of Hope" followed in France, which sought to
distribute Parisian culture to the provinces, where
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they would install houses of culture, film, libraries,
theatres and homes for artists etc. For a variety of
reasons, these efforts were unsuccessful, as they
assumed that art could be generated in a vacuum. "You
cannot have them by government fiat, and there has to
be a kind of infrastructure which works along with
other elements of society." 2 8  The centralization of
the French Arts Council Movement had to be discarded,
and replaced by a more decentralized plan. The Arts
Council Movement in America developed in the 1960's
alongside public foundations like the NEA. Although
the American movement followed the European movement
by 10 years, it branched out quickly and generated a
good deal of activity. In the early legislature, a
provision by the Federal Partnership Program provided
matching funds for individual states, initiating the
arts council movement in the U.S.
The National Foundation on the Arts and Humanties
Act of 1965 was signed September 29th, 1965 by
President Johnson. This act of '65 created the
National Endowment for the Arts as an indirect sup-
porter and employer of the arts. Nancy Hanks, who
served as council chairman between the years of
'69-'77 believed that the central purpose of govern-
ment funding for the arts was to generate more support
from private sources. BCA did a survey in 1979 and
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found that Business support for the Arts climbed from
21 million in 1967 to 436 million in 1979. Six prin-
ciples embodied in the act helped shape the role of
government as patron of the arts between '70-'78:
1) Excellence: Production which has substantial
artistic and cultural merit giving emphasis to the
maintenance and encouragement of professional
excellence. This clause refuses to fund minority
projects on ethnic grounds alone, and resists the
introduction of quotas into funding artist/art
organizations.
2) Professionalism: The identification of excellence
("discernment") between '70-'78 rested on the
Endowment' s ability to recruit the best professional
advisors and insulate them against all external
pressures. Advisory panels play a major role in
Endowment program areas. In 1973 congress reaf-
f irmed the chairman's right to appoint the panelists,
encouraging broad geographic representation. The
panelists were to be: 1) appointed by merit, 2)
serve as individuals, not representatives of special
interests, institutions, viewpoints, 3) insulated
from any external pressure.
3) Independence: No agency of the government is wholly
autonomous. The Arts Endowment was created as a
public foundation at the autonomous end of the polit-
ical spectrum. It is an independent agency within
the legal shell of the National foundation. Each
chairman is appointed for four years.
4) Non-Intervention: The fear that government patronage
of the arts would lead to intervention was a prin-
cipal concern of the artist in '65. This provision
is directed towards institutions: 'in the adminis-
tration of this act, no department officer or
employee of the US shall exercise any direction,
supervision or control over policy determination,
personnel or curriculum or administration or opera-
tions in any school, institution, organization or
associations.
5) Non-Dominance: The threat that the government will
dominate the cultural lif e of the nation through the
predominance of funding arts organizations and
institutions.
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6) Decentralization: Decentralization, brought about
by the creation of state and community art agencies
to which federal funds can be administered.2 9
Within the working of the National Endowment's phil-
osophy was the belief that all great art must be strength-
ened by great patronage. The details of the administra-
tion of that patronage continue to cause disagreement and
redefinition. Like any government agency, the NEA cannot
insulate itself from the interests of its constituents.
The Business Committee for the Arts was created in
1967 to convince businessmen to support the arts. The
arts from the point of view of business are inefficient
and labor-intensive. The more successful the arts, the
more they are in financial jeopardy. BUSINESS MUST HAVE
A RATIONALE FOR DOING ANYTHING. The BCA, as 'self-
appointed missionaries' , set out to convince corporations
and business that to associate their name with the arts
is the best investment available. It would cost a cor-
poration ten times the money to change its image alone,
and by sponsoring publically visible arts organizations,
it would accomplish the same job.
" The BCA is very much like the missionaries of the Old
Victorian Church; we run around the breadth and width of
this land converting the businessman to the idea that the
arts are important and that they must be supported by
him. And like the missionaries, we are supported by
those who have converted, and who feel that this is a
very important thing, and who in fact do support the arts
and are willing to support us while we go around and
teach the orations. So our basic thrust is to convince
and convert the businessman to the idea that the arts are
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tremendously important in the community, and he must look
at them the way he has traditionally looked at religion
and- hospitals, the YMCA' s and health and welfare and
education. This is really the mission of the Business
Committee for the Arts. "30
The BCA has, for the most part succeeded in providing
business with a rational to support the arts. Corporate
giving now occupies $.14 of each corporate dollar. The
Boston Branch of Poloroid Corporation has seven depart-
ments including a Poloroid collection, foundation,
acquisition grants, publicity department, advertising and
design, research and corporate 'communications' which
support local and national artists. There is a public
relations department, a publicity department or community
affairs department within small businesses, which pro-
vide support. However, largely the individual artist
is "low man on the totem pole"31 unless he is hooked up
with a public institution.
Private foundations, which are non-profit organiza-
tions (with the status of tax exemption) are specifi-
cally set up to provide support for the individual
artist. There are several kinds of foundations:
1) Family: largest number of foundations
2) General Service/Mego: foundations created through
two or three different programs.
3) Special Purpose Foundations: the donors of these
foundations have a special purpose for their funds.
4) Company-Sponsor: corporations set aside a fixed
amount every year, with a separate staff to admin-
istrate it.
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5) Community Trusts: groups set aside funds as a per-
manent charity or trust fund.
Private foundations tend to put a great deal of
emphasis on education. Unlike the NEA, but similar to
corporations, these foundations have special interests.
Since they are non-governmental, they try to fund work
that the government cannot fund. 3 2
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PUBLIC ART AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY
Where there is public investment there must be
public accountability. The American public must sup-
port the direction of its tax dollars. More impor-
tantly it must understand arts meaning and relevance
to their lives. The artistic monologue which has
characterized much of the last hundred years, has made
art seem difficult, critical and abstract. This con-
dition grew out of a conviction that art should serve
no other purpose than its own, reject its servile
attempt at representation, and develop an abstract
art, larger than the individual, greater than the
symbol, the narrative, the ordinary. Modernism has
represented a transcendent spirit both in the fine
arts and the applied arts, and as such distanced
itself from a confused public who seek out criticism
to bridge and interpret this work. 'Arts for art's
sake' was coddled and nurtured by an aristocratic
class of patrons, who unlike the larger public would
encourage this eclecticism and interpret its meaning
(for us). Art became free of interpretation. In its
privacy, art created a monologue. 'Public art' was
always servile to awful representation and glorified
unlikely empires.
The distinction of public art as being something
more than funded by the state, more than being
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outdoors, more than being a tribute to a cause,
emerged shakily in the last few years. An effort to
make art more meaningful and connected to its public
coincided with public support for the arts. This
creates an unusual situation. In other words the work
must reach its public if it is to survive. How this
can be done creates a tremendous question. A few
months ago when speaking with a community organizer
about a sculpture installation which i planned for the
local park, her immediate response was that she had
been advocating some public monuments for the park for
several years. Anything that will prevent local boys
from ruining the grass with their basketball. Was I
planning that kind of public work?
Clearly there is a long way to go before an under-
standing of a different kind of public work will
emerge. Involving the community with the work will
avoid a great deal of misunderstanding and lawsuits.
More importantly it will demystify the act. The answer
however, does not lie in providing for or meeting
public expectations or analyzing public desires.
Rather it lies in the structuring of an experience
which can somehow engage the collective memories and
insight of a community. No analytical tools
(including anthropological or sociological studies)
can begin to interpret the complex needs and workings
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of a community, or individual...so the question arises
again... what is public art and what is public
accountability?
A public art in my opinion, is an art which is not
culturally exclusive, one which certainly does not have
any fixed or specific properties. A public art is one
which goes beyond its own purpose. Public account
ability is not accountability to the state, to the
arts council or to the foundation which administers
the funds . It is involvement through a community in
every capacity as an artist.
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THE PUBLIC FOUNDATION AS A BI-PARTISAN ORGANIZATION
The public foundation was created as a bi-partisan
organization to administer funds for artists and arts
organizations. If we look carefully at the principles
of a public foundation like the National Endowment for
the Arts, we begin to see the contradictions implicit
in their formulation. The principles of excellence,
professionalism, independence, non-intervention, non-
dominance and decentralization appear to be values
independent of any cultural bias. Values of "excel-
lence" and "professionalism" exclude work on ethnic
grounds alone. Identifying these qualities of
"excellence" rest with the Endowment's ability to
recruit the best "professionals" or experts in the
field. In the early 20th century the "experts" were
those individuals who held the power and support for
the Arts. Now we appoint individuals who reach their
stature through education, success in their fields,
knowledge of their subjects. This professionalism has
not prevented entire retrospectives of 20th century
art to be restricted to white male artists, not
withstanding the last 5 years (e.g. the Whitney
Bienniel). This formulation of policy is a contradic-
tion in terms. No government agency or program can be
insulated from external pressure, or interest groups.
The most informed professionals cannot help but sup-
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port very specific viewpoints about "quality in art".
WHY should the National Endowment for the Arts be
immunized against the normative political processes?
Is there quality in art over and beyond the specific
ethnic character of a region's constituents?
Clearly excellence in the arts is culturally
determined, through class, stature and education. Many
culturally ambiguous and charged words such as "taste"
and "beauty" serve to continue a biased interpretation of
art. Critics, curators, dealers and panelists in
adhering to the principles of "excellence" keep art
sheltered by an in-house definition. The diversity of
experience with its strange and undefinable twists cannot
be housed within the label of "excellence". High art is
then separated from its counterpart, low art, craft be-
comes cut off from its origin art, and a narrowly
defined and illustrated version of art is left.
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SIGN LANGUAGE EXCHANGE: AN INSTALLATION IN COMPTON COURT, M.I.T.
APRIL 6TH-APRIL 20TH
"Sign Language Exchange" is concerned with signs and symbols
in the landscape, in architecture, and on highways. It questions
how these signs are interpreted both personally and socially; how
they are 'placed' and experienced in the landscape. The placing
of these signs is intimately tied to their message, their meanings,
their "face:. "Sign Language Exchange" is an exchange of rural and
urban sign systems, their literal and metaphoric possibilities.
The installation of work in Compton Court at M.I.T. originated
with an idea of implanting several 'booths' in an open trafficked
area on campus. There were to be pathways connecting the different
booths, much like you find in a small town. This installation was
to be called "American Barns, Booths and Sheds". It culminated
much of the work I have been doing in Massachusetts; an interest in
rural architecture, particularly barns, agricultural buildings and
sheds. I was interested in the "fronts" of buildings; how they mark
off terrritory, becoming graphic symbols of an interior structure,
and focus or center a landscape. Barn gates, removed from their
original locations reapppear as graphic renditions on garages, in
suburbs, on front doors. These graphic renditions of barn doors,
fencing, building structure borrow their meaning from the original.
The first drawings for the installation of booths, led way to another
set of drawings for "fronts" or "facades", implanted in the ground
and distributed throughout the courtyard. They combined rural building
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structure with attached signs of vinyl and plexiglass. These pieces
were "hacksawed"; too literal and arbitrary in their place in the court.
Several issues came to the fore:
*The idea of building as sign (barn gate)
*The idea of sign as building (agricultural buildings: Hardy's Hatchery,
Purina Cat Chow, etc.)
*The idea of literal signage as metaphor (highway signs, "caution fencing"
*The idea of graphic measures (eg. mile markers on highways)
The final series of drawings were made several weeks prior to the
installation date in Compton Court. I hoped to take the patterns of
activity in Compton Court itself into account. Rather than implant
freestanding "facades" or enclosed "booths" which would stand isolated;
I decided that I would design some pieces to be located in the courtyard,
much like highway signs, billboards, fences are "found" in the landscape.
I did not want them to have a sculptural presence, but rather that of
unfinished structures one might accidently encounter. F.E. walking down
Main Street in Cambridge, you cross paths with a "mock-up" of a large
building that is under construction. This curious facade, I find ,
releases something in the imagination which the constructed building does
not.
All of the drawings for the installation were made from what I
assumed to be the major entrance to the court; from inside the institute,
facing building 20-E. The strongest axis, therefore results from that
view. Once inside the courtyard, it became obvious that there are actually
three major entrances, and several well-worn paths crossing the court.
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Compton Court trafficks a suprising number of people each hour. This
activity is not fully realized in the installation. An extension of
the smaller signs, might have made the entire installation more convin-
cing from the point of view of tracing a personal path system.
All the pieces were "mapped out" according to a personal scale
(a person moving through the courtyard), and had little to do with
the scale of the surrounding buildings, nor a gate or fence's normal
height. Several pieces in the installation were placed (conceived of)
prior to their arrival at Compton Court. The two "Caution-Fencing"
pieces were located on site, as were the smaller "signs". The small
signs were the last to be situated, taking their cues as much from the
existing landscape (bushes, fire-hydrants, pipes, entrances and exits
etc.) as from the larger structures in the site. More could have been
explored with these, particularly in relation to the larger structures.
Occasionally, a smaller sign would overwhelm a larger structure, as one
passed through the courtyard.
How people used these pieces, as well as the permenant sculptures
in the Courtyard, became very evident during the day. Children climbed
up and down, student's sunbathed on Beverly Pepper's "Dunes 1". People
were attracted to the large "Caution-Fencing pieces and often congregated
or slept by them. While children freely climbed the other large pieces
in the courtyard, they did not feel comfortable with the "gates". People
chained their'bicycles to the small "signs", although these signs were
only 4' high, and could easily be pulled from the ground.
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CONVERSATIONS
In general, the insight of the people who responded to the
installation was tremendous. I learned a great deal from the
responses, and the activity which surrounded the pieces during
the two week period period in April. Most of the responses
revealed curiosity; often people would construct their own
narratives around the pieces, some would identify the structures
with adjacent institutions (ROTC), occasionally people would "map"
out the installation, and provide me with additional information
about the courtyard.
THE FIRST DAY OF THE INSTALLATION, A MEMBER OF THE STUDENT
GROUP WHO DEMOLISHED THE NEVELSON SCULPTURE ON CAMPUS., "INTEROGATED
ME" AS TO MY INTENTIONS. HIS MAJOR COMPLANINT WITH THE NEVELSON
SCULPTURE WAS THAT SHE TOOK TWO DIFFERENT SCULPTURES AND THREW
THEM TOGETHER; SHE HAD NO CONSIDERATION FOR THE STUDENTS USING THE
SPACE, NOR DID SHE HAVE ENOUGH RESPECT TO DEVELOP A SCULPTURE FOR
THE SPACE. THE YARD, WHICH HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN USED FOR BASEBALL
ECT. WAS NOW "USELESS"., AND THE SCULPTURES CARELESS OF THE STUDENTS
WHO LIVE WITH THEM. ALTHOUGH THIS MIT STUDENT HAD LITTLE IDEA OF
WHAT HE WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN A PUBLIC WORK, HE HAD NEVER HAD THE
OPPORTUNITY OF SPEAKING WITH AN ARTIST PRIOR TO OR DURING AN INSTA-
LLATION OF WORK. WITH MY INSTALLATION, HE WANTED TO "MAKE SOME
TROUBLE" BUT LEFT WITH CURIOSITY AND PLANS?
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A WOMAN FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA WALKED THROUGH THE
COURTYARD, AND ASKED ME WHAT THE LARGE STRIPED STRUCTURES WERE?
SHE SAID THAT IN CHINESE OPERA, THERE ARE GATES, WHICH ARE NOT
REALLY GATES (THEY ARE NON-FUNCTIONAL) BUT THEY ARE IMAGINARY GATES
AROUND WHICH THE NARRATIVE DEVELOPS. I TOLD HER THAT THESE "GATES"
WERE LITERALLY TAKEN FROM THE HIGHWAYS, BUT THAT THEY COULD VERY
WELL BE IMAGINARY GATES. SHE THANKED ME, AND SAID THEY REMINDED
HER OF HOME.
A LANDSCAPER, WHO WALKED THROUGH THE COURTYARD ON A DAILY
BASIS, ASKED ME "WHAT THE HELL ARE THESE THINGS IN THE COURTYARD?"
HIS FACE WAS GRIMACING, AND I COULD TELL BY THE LOOK OF IT, IT
WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO CONVINCE HIM OF ANYTHING. I TRIED TO EXPLAIN
THE HISTORY OF EACH PIECE AND WHAT " SIGN LANGUAGE" MEANT. HE
LOOKED OVER HIS SHOULDER, THANKED ME AND QUICKLY LEFTs ABOUT ONE
HOUR LATER HE RETURNED, AND ASKED ME IF I COULD TELL HIM A LITTLE
MORE ABOUT THESE PIECES IN THE COURTYARD. WERE THEY ART? I SAID
THAT I DIDN'T KNOW IF THEY WERE, THAT HOPEFULLY THEY PROVIDED
SOMETHING FOR PEOPLE TO EXPERIENCE. HE THANKED ME AND LEFT. SEVERAL
HOURS LATER, THE LANDSCAPER RETURNED, AND ASKED ME MY NAME,.HE
WANTED TO KNOW IN CASE I BECAME A FAMOUS ARTIST.
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THE FIRST DAY OF THE INSTALLATION, SEVERAL ROTC PERSONELL
APPROACHED ME, WITH SMILING FACES, AND ASKED ME WHETHER THESE
STRUCTURES IN COMPTON COURT WERE TRAINING POSTS FOR ROTC STUDENTS,
THEY LAUGHED AND SAID THAT THEY COULD USE THEM IF THEY WERE, BUT
IF NOT WHAT WERE THEY? I RESPONDED THAT NO, IN FACT THEY WERE
NOT ROTC TRANING POSTS (ALTHOUGH I COULD UNDERSTAND THEIR RELEVANCE):
THESE STRUCTURES WERE AN INSTALLATION CALLED "SIGN LANGUAGE EXCHANGE"
IN WHICH I WAS JUXTAPOSING URBAN AND RURAL SIGNS AND SYMBOLS. THE
STRIPED STRUCTURES WERE CALLED "CAUTION-FENCING OR IMAGINARY GATES"
AND THEY WERE TAKEN FROM HIGHWAY SIGNS. WHAT ARE THEY FOR, THE
ROTC PEOPLE ASKED? THEY CHUCKLED AND WALKED ON SMILING.
DURING THE ACTUAL INSTALLATION OF THE WORK AROUND 5:00PM AS THE
SUN WAS GOING DOWN, THERE WAS STILL ONE "CAUTION-FENCING" PIECE TO
INSTALL. FOR SOME REASON, EVERYWHERE I PLACED IT SEEMED ARBITRARY.
I KNEW THAT I WANTED TO PLACE IT IN THE TREES, BY THE CORNER OF THE
ALLNI POOL, BUT HAD SPENT SEVERAL HOURS FINDING THE RIGHT SPOT, A
VERY LARGE CROWD EMERGED FROM BEHIND THE ALUMNI POOL (AROUND 20
STUDENTS) AND VERY LOUDLY WANTED TO KNOW WHAT WAS GOING ON IN THE
COURTYARD, WE EXPLAINED THAT WE WERE INSTALLING SOME SCULPTURE, AND
WERE TRYING TO PLACE THE LAST "CAUTION-FENCING". ItIMEDIATELY THE
CROWD WAS PLACING BETS, AND INDIVIDUALS ASKED WHETHER THEY COULD SEE
THE PIECE HERE,.THERE,,HERE ETC, ALTHOUGH THE PIECE WEIGHED OVER 150
POUNDS, WE DID SOME MOVING AND TOOK "VOTES". ALTHOUGH WE CONTINUED
AFTER THE STUDENTS LEFT, BOTH THE STUDENTS AND OUR TEAM RESOLVED THE
ISSUE, A WEEK LATER THEY MADE A BOISTEROUS RETURN TO VIEW THEIR PIECE.
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THE PEOPLE WORKING IN THE SURROUNDING BUILDING TO COMPTON COURT
FOUND THE INSTALLATION A "CURIOSITY", FROM THE SEVENTH FLOOR OF THE
PHYSICS BUILDING THE PIECES APPEARED MUCH LIKE: "HORSE JUMPS"/
"THEATRE SETS".* "ROTC TRAINING POSTS" "POETIC FENCES". THE SUDDEN
APPEARANCE OF THESE STRUCTURES, AND THE ACTIVITY SURROUNDING THEM
PROVOKED MANY OF THESE INDIVIDUALS TO INTERRUPT THEIR EXPERIMENTS
TO FIND OUR WHAT WAS GOING ON. THROUGHOUT THE TWO WEEKS INDIVIDUALS
WOULD WANDER OUT TO FIND WHAT THE CHECKERBOARD CORNERS WAS THE
STRIPED STRUCTURESi OR THE NON-FUNCTIONAL GATES. SEVERAL WARNED ME
THAT THEY RESEMBLED ROTC OPERATIONS..
LAURENCE PICKARD, SUPERVISOR OF BUILDING OPERATIONS WAS VERY
ACTIVE DURING THE INSTALLATION IN COMPTON COURT, HE WOULD STOP BY
FREQUENTLY DURING THIS PERIOD WITH SOME SKEPTICAL ASSISTANTS, HE
GAVE ME A GREAT DEAL OF SUPPORT AND HAD A SENSE OF HUMOR ABOUT THE
WORK WHICH MANY ARTISTS AND ADMINISTRATORS DID NOT, I ASKED HIM IN
THE SECOND WEEK WHETHER PHYSICAL PLANT HAD COLLABORATED IN THE
INSTALLATION BY CONSTRUCTING A FENCE WITH FLORESCENT FLAGS AROUND
THE PERMENANT SCULPTURE: BEVERLY PEPPER'S "DUNE'S 1", MR. PICKARD
CHUCKLED AND SAID "YESi YOU'RE RIGHT".. AND THEN ASKED ME WHETHER THE
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT COULD USE MY SCULPTURES AFTER I WAS FINISHED.
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AFTERTHOUGHT
The installation at Compton Court, M.I.T. is my first outdoor,
public work. It is a big jump from conceiving work in the studio,
and carries with it some of that sensibility. What I have learned
from the installation is how to discern a different kind of infor-
mation than the obvious: how paths are worn, and indicate a different
use than planned by the institution; how people view the work from
above as well as from the ground; how specific organizations which
surround the work direct its meaning (ex. ROTC); how a grounds crew
can provide you with a tremendous amount of information: patterns of
activity, geography, structure, ect, and finally how people "use" the
pieces, the art.
With this installation "Sign Language Exchange", I have realized
how difficult my proposition of "public art" is; how it is not a
formulation in the studio or in the mind, but also involves the kind
of activities which surround and utilize it.
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CONCLUSION
If art is the composite of individual experience and social purpose,
it must be an active participant in culture. The public institutions which
have supported the arts have used arts publicity for their own purposes,
have furnished art with their own meanings, have held art back from its
public. "Public Art" is an institution in itself; it is trademarked and
copyrighted. Much like the interior decorator selects his color and
materials to suit his clients, he also selects ART-IN-PUBLIC-PLACES-
Although public support for the Arts has soared in the last few years, its
purpose has remained the same: better profits, better public relations.
Public foundations base their policies on values of "excellence" and
"professionalism", and so shelter art by an in-house definition.
The separation of the fine and applied arts place painting in the
gallery, sculpture in the courtyard, graphics in the magazine, and view
architecture and design as "problem-solving" activities. It labels
artists "creative geniuses" and architects and planners "serious social
scientists". This rigid interpretation of the artist renders him/her
socially useless, and elevates the activity to the metaphysical, the
transcendent, the esoteric. Art is then interpreted as a private dialogue,
and ideal, a gift. In the separation of the fine and the applied arts,
their purposes are in competition, at odds, and often in direct confron-
tation with each other.
We need an art which is capable of communicating to a public; an art
which is experiential and provides new social images and memories. We
need an art which speaks from many viewpoints and many cultures. We need
a local art which does not aspire to everything and everyone. Finally we
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need an art which evolves and changes through its participants.
I believe in the creating of a social art, by blurring the catagories
between design and the fine arts, a more meaningful art is possible. We
need to take art back from its own formalism, and commericalism. We need
to give art back to its public.
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